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WHAT IS COVERED
Ready for a LinkedIn crash course?
Well hold on to your tu-tu’s as we deliver 12 of the most
important topics, tools, and tactics you need to be wildly
successful with your LinkedIn account. I have been successful
not only in connecting with major decision makers on LinkedIn,
but booking big sales on this underutilized platform as well.
In the pages to come, I’ve detailed 12 big ticket items that I
believe deeply, that if you embrace and put these tactics into
play- you too will have success no matter what kind of product
or service you offer.
Joining the right GROUPS
Finding decision makers
Advanced search tactics
Protecting your privacy
Blocking the goofballs

Building the ultimate profile
First impressions
How to get published
Sending the perfect message
How to join the 500+ club
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COMMON QUESTION
Here’s a common question I get asked from my travels:
“Why do so many professionals have a LinkedIn account but
let it sit idle with no activity?”
My explanation is because most professionals see this platform
as a place to post a resume and get hired. And if they are not
looking for a job, LinkedIn is the last place they would be
“hanging out.”
Am I right?
I also think people do not know how to start an online
conversation and frankly are clueless what to say to people
they don’t know very well or may not have met in person. So
I’ll help you out on this front. One of the secrets in this post
will be to give to you the Ultimate Introduction Message. I
have a response rate a little over 76% of the time with this
approach. Not high enough for you? Well, I’d like to see your
open rate on your email blast results. Try it and tell me your
results.
Every single one of these tactics, I use. There are no concepts
here that without my testing everything to see what works,
what needs changing, and what leads and conversions take
place.
I hope you enjoy every little trick in this article. And if you are
ever in need of a social media coach for 2 hours or 6 months,
I’m here to work with you.

So here we go!
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SECRET #1

Develop a detailed profile
showcasing your strengths

If you believe in the saying “you only get one shot to make a
first impression” then keep reading this eBook as it will be
packed with tips and details on how you make a great first
impression and how you keep professional relationships
building for years to come. And all through the little known
secret of LinkedIn. If you are still under the impression that
LinkedIn is only used when you are looking for a job or looking
to hire someone, you are SO dead wrong. If you are in business,
you need LinkedIn and it doesn’t matter what industry you are
a part of. There are people right now on LinkedIn that can be
a mentor for you, a resource for you and your company, and
even the next Joint Venture (JV) partner. And all for free if
you know how to do it. But first things first…if your profile is
that of a desert in Arizona with little to no life and small pieces
of information listed, you will not be successful connecting
with high rollers and savvy business professionals. Everyone
checks everyone out on LinkedIn. They are not stalking youdon’t flatter yourself. Your profile is the first important step in
showing up as a knowledgeable professional. So here are a few
ways to make the first impression really count:

Upload a professional profile picture
You would think this is a simple first step. I have seen
nightmares. I know we all hate how we look in pictures. Well,
get over it. You need a picture on LinkedIn where I can see
your eyes, not your cleavage, no party pictures from your
cousin's wedding where you are laughing and partying with a
drink in your hand. I want to see the whites of your eyes. What
would you wear to a networking event to make a good
impression? Well, that’s a great outfit to wear when you take a
picture of yourself and place it as your profile. It doesn’t need
to be an expensive glam shot. It just needs to be of you and
not your company logo or a picture of a lake you like to fish.
I’m dealing with a person- YOU.
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SECRET #1

Develop a detailed profile showcasing your strengths

Don’t go crazy with your title
I’ve seen all kinds of titles: chief entertainment officer, belle of
the ball, event planning diva, chief of all marketing stuff…. And
on and on. Don’t get caught up in your title. Instead, read your
title line and ask yourself if people seeing your profile
understand what you do and how you help people? Even mine
is a little goofy as I mention I’m a lover of coffee.
Why? It gives people an instant connection and sets up that
I’m probably open to a morning conversation at Starbucks
(sorry Dunkin Donuts).
Establish a custom URL: take a look at the link to your
LinkedIn page. Is it a whole bunch of letters and numbers? If
so- you want to establish a professional URL address. It’s like
having a professional website address that identifies who you
are. Watch the video on how to do this:
YouTube Link: https://youtu.be/fSdhX5czUoA
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SECRET #1

Develop a detailed profile showcasing your strengths

Be part of the 500+ club
What does that mean: People that are well connected are seen
as influential. You are part of the 500+ club if you have
connected with more than 500 people on LinkedIn. Having
more than 500 quality connections can help position yourself
as a seasoned professional in your industry. People want to
connect with others that are trusted and liked. Having 500+
connections is known as being part of the 500 Club in digital
circles. It shows you know people and could be the connection
people need to be more successful in being introduced to
people of influence. The key to this 500+ club is to make smart
connections. You can make smart connections by selecting
people that:
-Are
-Are
-Are
-Are
-Are
-Are

respected in your industry
your clients
members of your networking groups
your prospective clients
connected to a business you want to learn more about
friends – family – people you have previously worked with

Contact information: If you are on LinkedIn, it’s safe to assume
you want people to connect with you and perhaps hire you or
do business with you at some point. You control what people
can see and what is not available for public eyes. Keep in mind,
this is not a time to be paranoid. Yes, we all know how crazy
this world can be with spammers and crooks. LinkedIn is
designed to have people connect and learn a little about each
other from a professional side. Always be sure to update your
contact information to include: your website – your email and a
phone number. It’s like sharing your business card with people
you haven’t met yet. If they are creepy or intrusive you can
always block them (keep reading- we cover how you do that
too in this eBook)
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SECRET #1

Develop a detailed profile showcasing your strengths

Summary: there are two key areas to complete which are of
great importance. One is your experience section which gives
all the historical data on what you’ve done for positions and
who you’ve worked with. The summary section is a little
different. It’s seen as a small window into your personality.
It’s not a resume – it’s not a place to show your religious or
political belief systems, it’s your opportunity to share how you
see your industry, the business world, your leadership style, and
your sense of business. This is your foot in the door. Spend
time showcasing who you are and how you wish to be
remembered.
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SECRET #2

Notify people at the right moment
There is nothing worse than seeing your co-worker’s name pop
up on your LinkedIn notifications saying “Congrats” on their
new job when in essence, they just updated their LinkedIn
profile with current information and did NOT take a new job.
So how does that happen and how can you simply update your
information without sending your network fault “new”
information? There are certain times you want to tell people
your news and other times you just want to make updates and
changes without raising the eyebrow of your current employer,
current customer, or potential customer.
FIRST, find your ME tab on the navigation bar at the top >
scroll down to PRIVACY & SETTINGS > click on the word
PRIVACY in the middle of the header > scroll down to
SHARING PROFILE EDITS > turn it to YES or NO on the right
hand side.
Know when you WANT to notify people

Place on YES when:
You secured a new job
Secured a new position / promotion
New appointment to a board
Published a new article on LinkedIn
Received an industry certification
Received a patent
Volunteered for a new organization
New project completed
Educational updates
You uploaded a new picture

Place on NO when:

Correcting a misspelled word
Updating current work history
Changing your title line
Adding a past employer
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SECRET #3

Setting up your Privacy
and Blocking options
You have complete control over what you share with all
viewers on LinkedIn. That’s the good news. The challenge is
that the more information you place in “lock down” the less
people can connect with you and get to know your strengths
and experiences. In essence, you may be limiting your
opportunities if you want to be selective on the information
you share. If you’re on LinkedIn, chances are you wish to
connect with others. If you are afraid of being a target for
identity theft, there are other measures you can take like, Life
Lock or pulling your credit report a few times a year to be sure
you are okay. Like it or not, we live in a fishbowl most of the
time and if you are going to get spammed or hacked- people
will find a way to do it and it’s usually not from a
professionally written LinkedIn profile. What I’m saying is be
careful- not paranoid.
What privacy settings are there and how do you get to them on
LinkedIn?
Find YOUR picture at the top where it says ME > Look for
PRIVACY & SETTINGS > Middle "shield" says PRIVACY> look
for all your options under> DATA PRIVACY & ADVERTISING
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SECRET #3

Setting up your Privacy and Blocking options

What do
you want
people to
be able to
see?
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SECRET #3

Setting up your Privacy and Blocking options

When do you block the irritating creepers
We know there will be people that get confused and think
LinkedIn is a dating site so we want you to be ready to block
them if you wish. There are a lot of people that also instantly
connect with you and then begin inbox messaging with offers,
articles, and all kinds of requests. Don’t jump to conclusions
too quickly and block everyone. Look at each message. Are
they reaching out to get to know what you do or just pushing
to sell a product. Be kind is what I’m saying. Remember, you
are on LinkedIn to connect with people so don’t get offended
when they attempt to do just that. No thank you is still a polite
way to stop the conversations.
How do you block or report offensive behavior and people?
Pull up the individual’s profile > look for 3 little dots by their
profile picture> click on the drop down arrow in the blue box >
choose your option.
Keep in mind you can also report them and REMOVE the
connection so you never see them again.

"I found your
number on
LinkedIn.
Wanna meet
for coffee?"
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SECRET #4

Printing a complete profile of a
connection on LinkedIn
Why do you care about this function? If you are looking to
hire the person, you can PRINT their entire LinkedIn profile
with ONE click. How? We mentioned in our last secret about
the BLOCKING functions. Well you may have noticed, when
you pull up someone’s profile and you go to the 3 little DOTS,
and when you click on the DOTS, a downward menu will
appear. Click on it- go ahead! See your options? There is one
option that says: Save to PDF. Yep. You’re done.
Other options in that drop down section are:
- Write them a recommendation
Remember the easiest way to get a
recommendation is to give one first
- Share a profile- This option takes you
immediately to the INBOX messaging
area of your LinkedIn account and
allows you to send one of your
connections all the information on the
person you are currently accessing. What
a perfect way to set up a digital
introduction.

Setting up a process and
sticking to it is the key
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SECRET #5

How to avoid getting
BANNED or BLOCKED
It’s a fast paced world out there and sometimes, people forget
about their social filters when using social media platforms.
Whether you are networking in person, cold calling, or emailing
to connect with others, people can sometimes forget to
establish small talk and build rapport before asking
immediately for the business. When we bypass rapport
building skills, people can be tagged as a spammer. We can all
be a bit sensitive these days so connect quickly with people
but sell slowly.
I received a request to connect on LinkedIn in the normal
fashion. I ALWAYS check out a profile before accepting the
invitation to connect. Their profile made sense, I could see
possible synergy at hand. So I ACCEPTED their invite to
connect. Within 1 minute – I received a sales pitch email that
was over 1,000 words long.

Let’s get real. I personally don’t mind someone reaching out
immediately but at least attempt to get to know me a little and
be friendly. Leave your sales pitch further down the road.
Pushy salespeople beware ***LinkedIn is not a good place for
you if you don’t care about connecting with individuals and
building trusted long-term business relationships. LinkedIn is
not a pray and spray- churn ‘em and burn ‘em platform. ***
If you don't want your InBox to be filled with spam messages avoid the members that call themselves a:
L.I.O.N (LinkedIn Open Networker)
This means- they accept anyone - yes, anyone as a connection.
And that's how they learn who you are. The crappy spam
messages come soon after that and do not stop until you block
or disconnect with that L.I.O.N.
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SECRET #5

How to avoid getting BANNED or BLOCKED

You run the risk of getting reported and banned when you:
Establish fake accounts.
Establish excessive page requests.
Use scraping software- This is 3rd party software that
searches, tags, and basically spam messages LinkedIn users.
and yes- that was a 30,000 foot explanation. I didn’t think
you wanted to read another 15 pages on 3rd party software
garbage. Just don’t do it and you’re good.
Keep sending sales pitches to the same people and they get
tired of you.
Request too many connections in a short period of time. I
know that sounds random but I’ve seen profiles restricted for
a short period of time (3 days) for connection requests over
50 a day.
Reach out to people you don’t know. People are forgetful
these days. You could have just met them at a networking
event and when you try to connect with them on LinkedIn
they have suddenly developed a case of amnesia. To avoid
getting banned, or blocked – be sure to change the generic
invite message to something they can recall from your
introduction.
Get really combative and argue with others. The more you
use profanity, push your religious views, your political views,
attack other’s personal preferences, you are not playing nice
in the sandbox. You are now an easy target for banning and
blocking. It’s a boardroom environment- be respectful
otherwise you’re the problem.
Publish articles on LinkedIn’s platform that are all sales and
no education. The publishing platform is for people to learn
from you and make connections. When you change that
focus to pushing products, people run. Let’s face it- people
hate to be sold to but they love to buy. Stop selling and
start talking and educating.
Other over the top reasons can include Facebook lifestyle
messages (I don’t want to see pictures of your breakfast,
lunch, dinner, surgery, sick dogs, lost dogs, abused animals).
Rants, and foul language go over like a lead balloon too.
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SECRET #6

Learn what to post to get noticed
for the RIGHT reasons
You're looking for opportunities to be the well-connected promoter,
the positive coach, and the supportive business professional.
Post once a day and use ideas such as the following:
Motivational sayings- make your own by using my favorite
tool @Canva.com
Positive sales messages
Positive business style quotes
Articles from business resources:
Entrepreneur | Forbes | TechCrunch | WSJ
Articles you wrote
Networking meetings you’ll attend
A picture from a networking event you attended. Be sure to
tag the company or non-profit and venue as well as the
person that may be at your table or in the picture with you.
Brag about another business or business owner and give
links to their business website.
Share a post you like from one of your connections and not
only thank them for sharing but tell them what you liked
about the information.
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SECRET #7

Develop a game plan of who you
want to connect with on LinkedIn
I can’t tell you how many times I ask clients: “who do you want to
be introduced to or meet with?” And their response is “someone
who- or anyone that…” Don’t be general- you will waste a lot of
time on LinkedIn. Here are a few questions I challenge you to
answer 1st before blanketing LinkedIn with connection requests:
Who are your IDEAL clients?
What are their interests?
What do they want to learn from you?
What are their PAIN points?
How do you solve their problems?
What do you want them to do now?
Any one famous person that your audience follows?

LinkedIn is all about Relationship-Based Selling.
Here’s a step-by-step example of how it can work written by John
Nemo:
__________________
Step 1 – You utilize LinkedIn Search to find your ideal prospects.
Step 2 – You send those prospects personalized invitations to
connect.
Step 3 – As each new prospect accepts your invite, you instantly
send him or her a 1-on-1 message.
Step 4 – You send a message thanking the prospect for
connecting, warming him or her up by noting a personal item
gleaned from his or her profile (where he or she lives, went to
school, hobbies, etc.) and begin building a relationship based
around how you can help him or her professionally.
Step 5 – You read, react and listen to what your new connection is
saying, and offer up the appropriate advice, tips, tools and
resources based on what you think the situation merits.
15
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SECRET #8

Join the appropriate LinkedIn Groups
that make sense to your business

There are thousands of groups on LinkedIn where conversations
take place, people ask questions, share insights, and build business
alliances.
I challenge you to have 30 groups that are varied by interested
and potential leads. I do a 70/20/10 split. Which means that 70%
of the groups I belong to are those in which my potential
customers hangout, 20% are groups I can use as resources, and
10% are people directly in my industry- my competitors.
How do you get to GROUPS?
At the top of your navigation bar on LinkedIn – look for the
SEARCH box
CLICK ON THE MAGNIFYING GLASS
GROUPS> Type in the "kind of group"
or a keyword > enter> hit GROUPS
Some groups are public while
others will be approved only
by an Admin. What should
you be looking for in a
LinkedIn Group?
Set a goal on how many groups
you want to join: For me, no more
than 30 groups- join the # of groups you can handle
How many people are in the group? I look for groups of 500+
What insights can you share with them?
Be a resource: post an article, or ask them a question
Did you graduate from a certain trade or school? Join your Alumni
See what groups your peers have joined. Could they benefit you?
Be sure to share advice
Look to help not to pitch a product or service
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SECRET #9

The exciting world of the
LinkedIn search features

I use the Search section every day to find potential clients,
network with connections, industry experts, and people of
influence. The search options (even for all of us with free
accounts) are really slick.
A few secret tips on how to use the search functions:

Look at the headline that says: FILTER PEOPLE BY.
You will find the following advance search categories
to use:
-Connections: 1st connections always come up if you
don’t select this option. These are people you are
directly connected with - 2nd connections are people
you are connected with that are directly connected to
them - 3rd connections are threaded together by 2 or
more layers. Call me if you want a deeper explanation
on this one
-Locations
-Current Companies
-Past Companies
-Industries
-Nonprofit Interests (I really like this one)
-Schools
NOTE: if you sign up for the Premium service you
can search even deeper
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SECRET #10

How to keep track of all
your connections
Do you have a clue how many people you are connected with?
Easy way to find out right now. At the top of your LinkedIn
account look for the black navigation bar that says My Network.
Your connections and Pending Invitations will appear:

Be sure to keep up with your PENDING INVITATIONS as people
wish to connect with you. And you don't need to connect with
everyone that sends you an invite. Check out their profiles first!
NOTE: Be VERY CAREFUL using the "IMPORT your contacts"
option as LinkedIn will definitely find people from your contacts
that ARE on LinkedIn but they DO NOT tell you who is already
connected to you. That means- if you hit the ADD
CONNECTIONS option- everyone will get an invitation including
those Connections you have already established.
With the increase cases of HACKING and digital profile CLONING
you will confuse your connections and they may question your
business habits.
As of 2/2017 - LinkedIn has changed the details you can receive in
downloading your CONNECTIONS. We used to be able to
download a CSV file with everyone's: first name, last name, email
address, title, place of business. NOW- only first and last name is
available. **call me and I'll tell you more. Marketers are not really
happy right now.**
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SECRET #11

The right message for your first
connection attempt

A few months ago, I received a wonderful and simple inbox
message from an author and noteworthy CPA out of the
Washington, D.C. area. He and I connected many months ago and
have not had any dialogue. We both just didn’t know what kind of
experience or synergy we could create or explore, so we never
talked until he sent me the following message. I share this
message with you because it is the premise for ALL LinkedIn 1st
time messages that I send to people I’ve connected with and wish
to start a dialogue. Use this however you wish – it has been wildly
successful for me. I have been averaging a 76% response rate:

That’s it folks. It’s simple and a genuine call for communication.
My motto: connect online- talk offline.
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SECRET #12

Get Noticed – Get Published
LinkedIn's answer to blogging is the introduction of
its PUBLISHED POST platform. It is a simple way to create new
content or even repurpose your own original content and get your
connections and others on LinkedIn to notice your insights,

Your typical blog format still works
#1: HEADLINE: Catch their attention with a headline that tells
them quickly, what they will learn and how it will help them
#2: EXPLAIN: Why did you want to tell people about this topic?
#3: HOOK | DATA | LIST OF FACTS: Why should they care?
This is NOT a sales message. Educate them.
#4: Call to Action: What action to take: Learn not buy
#5: Signature Line: Company name, what you do, who you are
and how they can get in touch with you to learn more.
Posts topics your audience wants to read and learn about. No
rants – just great educational insights. Some articles with reach
more people than other articles you write, Don’t over analyze
why.
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SECRET #12

Get Noticed – Get Published

You need a great picture: image dimensions (700pxl x 400pxl)
Insert: Small logo into the picture or your copy.
Need to create a great image? Use Canva.com
A headline is a full sentence- not one word. Same as a
newspaper.
Links- you have the option to insert links to your article. At
least put in the link to your website. If you mention other
businesses, products or people in a public setting use a link too.
You are driving traffic to them and being a supporter for them
as well.
How long should the article be? 250-500 words. And it can be a
portion of a longer blog you have on your website. You can give
a solid portion of the blog and insert a link so they can “read
more” if they wish. But at least give them enough information
that they can learn from you and also stay on LinkedIn.
Signature Line- at the bottom of every article, I include what’s
called a signature line. This is your elevator speech that will
include your website and how they can get ahold of you (phone
#, email address). Place this on every single article you write.
Link to a resource or expert- be sure to link your resources on
this article as well. Give credit where credit is due.
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Always
Remember

Don’t Propose on the First Date!
When you meet someone for the first time, you may think
love-at-first-sight but as we know, that doesn't happen on
a daily basis in your personal life, so why would anyone
expect the same type of results in the business world?
The point is- you don't expect to cold call and book
people immediately, you don't expect to meet someone at
a networking event and walk away with a check.
LinkedIn is NOT a quick sales pitch platform so don't
expect to book sales in your first interaction. Build the
relationships. Be the resource.
This is a marathon- not a sprint.
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